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DEFINITION
 Heart failure (HF) is a clinical syndrome that occurs 

 in patients who, because of an inherited or acquired 

 abnormality of cardiac structure and/or function, 

 develop a constellation of clinical symptoms (dyspnea 

 and fatigue) and signs (edema and rales) that lead 

to 

 frequent hospitalizations, a poor quality of life, and a 

 shortened life expectancy. 



Acute heart failure (AHF) is 
among the most common 
causes for hospitalization in 
patients older than 65 years in 
the developed world. 



 As noted, the overall prevalence of chronic heart 
failure continues to grow.

 However, recent data suggest that the age-adjusted 
rate of hospitalization for HF has begun to decrease. 
In a study using U.S. Medicare claims data from 1998 
to 2008, age-related incidence of hospitalization for 
HF declined for all race and gender groups.



Preserved Versus Reduced Ejection Fraction
On the basis of available registry data, 40% to 50% of 

patients hospitalized have HFpEF.
The in-hospital mortality of patients with HFpEF appears to 
be lower compared with that of patients with HFrEF, 

but postdischarge rehospitalization rates are similarly high 
for both groups. Patients with AHF and HFpEF are more 
likely to be rehospitalized for and to die from 
noncardiovascular causes than patients with AHF and 
reduced EF, reflecting their more advanced age and greater 
burden of comorbidity.



Age,gender,race
AHF disproportionally affects elderly people, with a 

mean age of 75 years in large registries.

AHF affects men and women almost equally, but there 
are important differences by gender. In the ADHERE 
Registry, women admitted for AHF were older than 
men (74 versus 70 years) and more frequently had 
preserved systolic function (51% versus 28%) :



Race
African American:

Younger

more likely to have LV systolic dysfunction (57% versus 
51%) 

with a lower mean EF (35% versus 40%),

hypertensive etiology for HF (39% versus 19%), renal 
dysfunction, and diabetes compared with the non–
African American group but lower mortality



Comorbidity
 2/3 HTN

 50% CAD

 1/3HLP

 STROKE,PAD,CKD:COMMON

 40%;DM

 25-30% COPD

 AF









SYMPTOM
 DYSPNEA 90%

 Fatigue

 Palpitation

 Chest pain





P/E
 JVP

 PULSE PRESSURE

 PERIPHRAL EDEMA

 BIOMARKER

 BUN,Cr, ANP and BNP

 ECG 

 CXR

 D DIMER



RISK EVALUATION
ADHERE

 BUN

 BP

 Cr



Emergency tretment
 If sao2 less 90%:  o2 therapy

 Diurtic therapy:

 Vasodilator:

 Morphine

 Inotrope

 Avoided use beta bloker

 amiodaron




